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The purpose of this paper is to generalize the concepts of amenability for locally 
compact groups and inner amenability for discrete groups by considering the 
existence of inner invariant means. Based on this generalization, locally compact 
groups can be classified as so called [IA] groups or non-[IA] groups. A number 
of equivalent conditions characterizing [[A] groups are given. Also the possibility 
of inner invariant extension of the Dirac measure d, is discussed. ‘(-: 1988 Academrc 
Press, Inc 
Let G denote a locally compact group with identity e, left Haar measure 
2 and modular function A. Let L](G), L’(G), and Lir:(G) have the usual 
meanings and let Lb(G)= {+E L’(G): (4&O, //+J/,= 1> for i= 1,2. Let X be 
a subspace of L”(G) which contains the constant function 1 and is closed 
under complex conjugation. A mean m on X is a positive linear functional 
on X satisfying m( 1) = 1. For a function f: G-,@, we put 
..L(Y) =f(x- ‘yx) for x, Y E G. 
DEFINITION 1. A mean m on X is inner tnvarianl if m(,f,f = m(f) for all 
x~Gandf~X. 
DEFINITION 2. A locally compact group G is called an [IA] group if 
there exists an inner invariant mean on L’“(G). 
EXAMPLES of [TA] groups. 
(1) Every abelian group is [IA] trivially. 
(2) Every compact group is [IA], since the normalized left Haar 
measure /1 on G defines an inner invariant mean on L”(G). 
(3) Every discrete group is [IA], since there always exists a “trivial” 
inner invariant mean 6, defined by 6,(f) =f(e) for bounded f: G + @. 
(4) Every amenable group is [IA] trivially. 
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EXAMPLES of non-[IA] groups: 
(5) GL(n, C) is non-[IA], for n > 2. 
(6) SL(n, C) is non-[IA], for n>,2. 
Proof It follows since GL(n, C) and SL(n, C) are connected and non- 
amenable for n B 2, and in light of the following fact: for a connected group 
G, the existence of an inner invariant mean on L”(G) is equivalent to the 
amenability of the group [6, Theorem 11. 
Thus there are two categories of groups: [IA] groups and non-[IA] 
groups. In this paper we are going to explore some characterizations of 
[IA] groups as our first task. Let CB(G) denote the space of all complex- 
valued, continuous, bounded functions on G. CB(G) is a closed subspace of 
L”(G). Clearly any inner invariant mean on L”(G) restricted to CB(G) is 
an inner invariant mean on CB(G). On the other hand, the Dirac measure 
concentrated on {e}, denoted by 6,, always defines a trivial inner invariant 
mean on CB(G), namely S,(f) =f(e) for f E CB(G). Losert and Rindler 
[7] studied the possibility of the inner invariant extension of 6,. We are 
also going to characterize whether the restriction of an inner invariant 
mean on L”(G) to CB(G) is just the Dirac measure. When G is discrete, 
CB(G) = L”(G), G is called non-inner amenable, following Effros 
[4, p. 4841, if 6, is the only inner invariant mean on CB(G). For example, 
the countably infinite discrete ICC groups with property T are not inner 
amenable [ 1, p. 8701. For general locally compact group G, we may define 
the inner amenability as follows: 
DEFINITION 3. A locally compact group G is inner amenable if there 
exists an inner invariant mean m on L”(G) such that m 1 CB(G) # 6,. 
Throughout this paper, B(L’(G)) denotes the P-algebra of all bounded 
operators on L*(G). Let fl denote the mapping: G -+ B(L’(G)) defined by 
p(x) 5 = n(x)‘!‘,r, for x E G and r E L*(G). Then /I is a continuous unitary 
representation of the group G on L2(G), called the conjugation regular 
representation of G. The corresponding representation, denoted by /I also, 
of the group algebra L’(G) is given by /I(#)= j&x) p(x) &l(x). Let 
C$(L’(G)) denote the C*-algebra generated by the totality of (/I(4): 
4~ L’(G)}, i.e., C$(L’(G)) is the completion of L’(G) with respect to the 
norm 
We refer to [3, 5,9, lo] as the general references. 
Let T be the transformation of G on L”(G) defined by T(x)f= .-I~\--I 
for XEG and f~ L”(G). Then the adjoint T*(x) of T(x) maps (L”(G))’ 
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into itself defined by the relation (A T*(x) @) = (T(x)f, @) for 
f E L”(G) and @E (L”(G))‘. Thus we may rephrase the inner invariance of 
a mean m on L”(G) in the following way: T*(x) m = m, for all x E G. 
DEFINITJON 4. A net {m,} of means on L”(G) converges to inner 
invariance weakly* or in norm, if 
weak* - lim( T*(x) m, - m,) = 0 
or 
lim 11 T*(x) m, - m,J) = 0, 
respectively, for all x E G. 
LEMMA 1. Let {m,} be a net of means on L”(G) that is convergent to m 
weakly* (clearly m is a mean by weak*-compactness of all means). Then 
{m,} converges to inner invariance weakly* if and only tf m is inner 
invariant. 
Proof Note that for any f E L”(G) and x E G, we have 
lim(f, T*(x) m, - m, > = W ( T(x) .L m, > - <L m, >) 
=(W).Lm>-<Am). 
LEMMA 2. Let (m,} be a net of means on L”(G) convergent to inner 
invariance weekaly*. Then every weak*-cluster point of (m,} is an inner 
invariant mean on L”(G). 
Proof Let m be a weak*-cluster point of {m,}. Then there is a subnet 
im +)} of (m,} convergent to m weakly*. Note that (m,(,,} is also con- 
vergent to inner incvariance weakly*, it follows from Lemma 1. 
Let us embed L’(G) into (L”(G))’ in the canonical way, i.e., for 
&EL’(G), (f;+)=Jf(y)4(y)d;i(y), wherefEL=(G). Then L;(G) forms 
a weak* dense convex subset in the set of all means on L”(G). For 
4 E L:(G), the inner inariance could be given by 
for all x E G, where 6, = Dirac measure concentrated on {x}. 
THEOREM 1. For a locally compact group G, the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
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(a) G is an [IA] group. 
(b) There exists a net {q5?} c L;(G) such that 
II& * 4% * 4.x-1 - 4,II I = ll~(xL(4,L - d,ll 1 + 0 
uniformly on compact subsets of G. 
(c) There exists a net { <,} c L:(G) such that 
IIB(x) r, - 5x112 = ll44’%,L- 51112 -+o 
uniformly on compact subsets of G. 
(d) There exists a net (5,) c L;(G) such that [t, * p(x) z,](e) 
converges to constant function 1 uniformly on compact subsets of G, where 
r,(x) = [,(x-‘), for x E G. 
Proof. (a) * (b) The equivalence was proved independently by 
V. Losert and H. Rindler [6] and the author. Suppose that m is an inner 
invariant mean, then by weak*-density, there exists a net {II/,} c L:(G) 
such that weak* - lim 9, = m. By Lemma 1, {$,} converges to inner 
invariance weakly*. Since L;(G) is convex, the weak topology (induced by 
weak* topology on L’(G)) closure is the same as its L’-norm closure. Then 
by a standard process, we may obtain a net {$oL} c L;(G) such that each 4, 
is a convex combination of the elements of { $,} and {dI} converges to 
inner invariance in L’-norm i.e., 
for all x E G. Since 116, * 4, * 6,X-1 - $,\I i depends continuously on x, for 
every compact Kc G and E > 0, by standard argument we can find 01~ such 
that whenever CI > uO, 
for all x E K, i.e., the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of G. Con- 
versely, for each pair (K, E), where Kc G is compact and E > 0, there is a 
4 a(K, EJ E {ddv such that Ilk * 4acK,ej * 6,Ym1 - 4a(K,Ej(I i < E for x E K. Then we 
define the partial ordering on the index set as cl(K, E) -=z a(K’, E’), if KC K 
and E > E’. Therefore we have a net { $X(K.Ej} c L:(G) convergent to inner 
invariance in norm, and any weak*-cluster point, by Lemma 2, is an inner 
invariant mean. 
(b)*(c) Suppose that there exists a net {da} c L:(G) such that 
116, * 4, * 6,-l - d,li i converges to 0 uniformly on compact subsets of G. 
Now we set r, = 4:“. Then evidently 5, E L;(G). Also for all x E G, we have 
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= J l4x)“‘C .(4,),1”2(t) - 4t’*w12 at) 
Therefore the net {gli} is the desired one. 
(c)*(d) First notice that jl{,ij~= (5, * g,)(e)= 1 for each CI, and for 
x E G, we have 
II<, -P(x) 5,11: 3 (5, I rm - B(x) 42 
2 
= iJ ~,(t)[~,(t~‘)-d(x)1’2~,(x~-1t-1x)] d(t) I 
= {cl, * L)(e) - [It, * P(x) 4”JW 
= { 1 - CL * P(x) F,l(e)>2. 
Hence (c) follows. 
(d) =- (b) Let 4% = rt, for each c(. Clearly #z EL;(G). Then for x E G, we 
have 
IlS,x * 4, * 6-1 -dzll I 
= 114, - 4X)r(4,),lll 
= It;(t)-d(x) t;(x-‘tx)l d(t) J 
= J 15,(t) + d(x)‘q,(x-‘tx)l l<,(t) -d(x)“‘~,(x-‘tx)l dl(r) 
= l(5, +B(x) 5, It, -P(x) 5Jl 
~211~.-P(x)4.11:‘2 
= 21 C(5, -B(x) L) * (5, -P(x) t,)-l(e)>“’ 
= 8’j2{ 1 - CL * B(x) Ll(e)I”2 
So (b) follows. The theorem is now proved. 
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Recall that the positive linear functionals of norm 1 on a P-algebra A 
are called states and S(A), the set of all states on A, is convex and it is 
weakly* compact if and only if A contains identity. 
Let J = { q5 E L’(G): l q5 dA = 0} clearly J is a closed two-sided ideal in 
L’(G). Let b(J)- = operator norm closure of (/3(d): 4 E J}. 
THEOREM 2. For a locally compact group G, the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(a) G is an [IA] group. 
(b) There exists a state o on B(L*(G)) such that o@(d)) = j 4 d,I, for 
all q5 E L’(G). 
(c) There exists a state o on B(L*(G)) such that 
ker(o 1 CB(Ll(G))) = p(J)- and o(p(&)) = 1 for some &E L:(G). 
(d) There exists a state o on B(L2(G)) such that o@(x))= 1,for all 
x E G. 
Furthermore the Dirac measure 6, has an inner invariant extension from 
CB(G) to L”(G) if and only if w(y(g)) = g(e) for all g E CB(G), where y is 
the multiplication representation of L”(G) on L*(G) defined by y(f) 5 = f(, 
for f  e L”(G) and t E L*(G). 
Proof: (a) => (b) By Theorem 1, there exists a net {lx} c L;(G) such 
that 
Ijp(x) t, - 5,112 + 0, uniformly on compact subsets of G. 
[<, * b(x) g,](e) -+ 1, uniformly on compact subsets of G, 
and we notice that for each x E G, 
(1) 
(2) 
CL * B(x) ~J(e) = 1 <,(Y) B(x) rxW’) d4y) 
= s L(Y) B(x) L(Y) d4y) 
= (B(x) r, It,). 
Since fl is a continuous unitary representation of G on L*(G), for each 01, 
c5, * P(x) Pa ) e is a positive definite function on G by [3, 13.4.51, and 
hence it defines a continuous positive linear functional Q, on L’(G), 
namely, 
Q,(4) = 1 db)Ct, * B(x) f,l(e) 4x1. 
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IlQ.ll = II CL * P(x) %I(a2 
= CL * P(e) F,l(e) 
= Ilrmll: = 1. 
Thus for each tl, Q, is a positive linear functional of norm 1 on L’(G), ,o 
by weak* compactness, we may define Sz by Q(d) = lim Q,(4) (if necessary 
we pass to a subnet) for q5~ L’(G). Now we claim that for all 4~ L’(G), 
Q(qq=Jqm. w  e only need to verify this for functions in L’(G) having 
compact support. Let 4 E L’(G) and supp($) = K, a compact subset of G. 
Then, using (2), 
L?(4) = lim Q,q4 
= lim 
s G 4(x)CL * B(x) %1(e) dJ.(x) 
= I K 4(x) ax) 
= s G 4(x) 4x). 
Now for each corresponding c1 we define the vector state o, by w,(A) = 
(A<, ) r,) for A E B(L2(G)). Then for each corresponding ~1, 
dB(4)) = (P(4) 5,I5J 
= s (B(x) 5,I4*) 4x) 4x) 
= 5 d(x)Ct, * P(x) %1(e) 4x)= Q,(4). 
Since the set of all states on B(L2(G)) is weak* compact, there exists a 
weak* cluster point o of {o,}, we may assume w(A) = lim o,(A). Then w  
is a state and 
(b) - (c) First of all we have 4 E J % w(p(q5)) = 0 4 /?(qS) E ker(w). Since 
ker (0) is closed in operator norm topology, we have 
B(J)- = (a(d): q5 E J} ~ c ker(o) C$(L’(G))). 
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To prove the other inclusion, let UE ker(wI CB(L’(G))). Then there is a 
net {da} c,!,‘(G) with 0(/?(4~))=0 such that /?(d,) -+a in operator norm 
topology. Since J is a closed subspace of codimension 1 in L’(G), for each 
tl, we write 4, = c,dO + tj, for a fixed do E LA(G) and some $, E J, c, E C. 
Then 
4B(4,)) = 4B(cdAl+ IclcJ) 
= (vh+II/,)d~=c, 5 
and we also have 
w(P(d,)) + w(a) = 0. 
Hence c, -+ 0. This shows that 114, - Ic/,II 1 -, 0, consequently, 
li/?(d,) - /?($l)\l -+ 0 and ~(I,!I,) -+ a in operator norm topology, i.e., 
LIEfl(J 
(c)*(d) For each MEL’ we write d=c#,,+I(/ for some $EJ and 
c E C as we did in the part (b) * (c). Then p(d) = c/3(&) + p(II/). Apply o; 
we have e@(d)) = c = J 4 dl.. Now we consider the Banach*-algebra 
M’(G) of all finite complex Bore1 measures on G and identify L’(G) with 
the closed subalgebra consisting of all absolutely continuous measures with 
respect to 2. Clearly, L’(G) is a closed ideal in M’(G). We put d*(x)= 
d(x--‘) 4(x-‘) for MEL’ and p* is given by the relation dp*(x) = 
d(x-‘) &(x-l) for TEEM’. Now we claim that any positive linear 
functional Q on M’(G) satisfying Q(d) = f 4 d2 for 4 E L’(G) and Q(s,) = 1 
must be of the form 0(p) = j dp(x), for p E M’(G). To prove this, we fix a 
4, E LA(G), then notice that 
Q(F * do) = j (P * &J(x) &xl 
= jj MJ-‘4 d4x) dir(y) = j &b), (3) 
for all p E M’(G). And 
Q(@) = j do*(x) dA (x) 
= d(x-‘) c&(x-‘) d&x) 
I 
= 
5 
&(x) dA(x) = 1. (4) 
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Then apply Schwarz inequality and, for all p E M’(G), we have 
14-P * 40)12= IW * @e-4d12 
Q lQ(P * PL*)l IQC(S, - h)* * (6, - 4Jll 
= IQ(P * P*)I WCs<, - 4: -do + Qo* * ~$4 = 0, (6) 
since Q(6,) = 1 and (4), (5). Therefore for ,U E M’(G), by (3) and (6), 
~~(~)-jL(x)~=ln(Q)-n(P*m,,l 
= MC1 -P * d”)l = 0. 
Then we define a positive linear functional on M’(G) by o 0 B(U). We have 
oo~(q4)=jq+dA, for c$EL’(G) and ooj?(S,)=o(l)= 1, then by our claim 
it follows that o@(h)) = f d,u(x). In particular, 
48(x)) = dB(S,)) = j dd.Af) = 1 
for all x E G. 
(d) * (a) We define a positive linear functional m on L”(G) by 
m(f)=N$f)), for feL”(G). S ince I14 = 1, Im(f)l d IWII = Il.0 Jc. 
Since o(y(l))= 1, m(l)= 1. Thus m is a mean on L”(G). It remains to 
prove the inner invariance. First notice that for every SE L”(G), r E L2(G), 
and x E G, we have 
hence 
cYLfY)l(e) = Jr5 = CPb) r(f) B*(x)l(rh 
YLfx) = P(x) Y(f) 8*(x). 
Since for all XE G, c@(x))= 1, e@*(x)) =o(/?(x~‘))= 1, we apply 
Schwarz inequality, 
m(Jk) = ~Y(.J,)) = 4P(x) r(f) B*(-x)) = Ny(f)) = m(f). 
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Finally, if 6, extends to an inner invariant mean m on L”(G), i.e., 
m(g) = g(e) for all grz CB(G). However, m could be approximated by a net 
{4,} c L;(G) in weak* topology. Thus by Theorem 1, 
lIS*~a*~,~~-~,III~O 
for all x E G, and 5, = 0:” E L;(G) such that 
IMX) r, - r,112 + 0 
for all x E G. Therefore, 
m(g) = lim(g, 4,) = lim S g(x) $A) 4~) 
= lim(g5, I t,) 
= lim(yk) t, IL) 
= lim w,(yk)) = My(g)), 
where w, is defined by o,(A) = (At, 15,) for A E B(L2(G)) and o is a limit 
state as we did before. Hence w(y(g)) = g(e), for all ge CB(G). The other 
implication is obvious. 
Remarks. (1) p(J) is an ideal in C,*(L’(G)) by some routine 
checking. 
(2) Let C,(G) be the space of all complex-valued continuous 
functions having compact support. Then C,,(G) is an ideal in the C*- 
algebra CB(G). Thus every state on C,(G) has an unique state extension 
on CB(G). Therefore we may replace CB(G) by C,(G) in the above 
theorem. 
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